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Native American Life 

Directions- Use the text, photographs, 
drawings, and graphics to answer the questions 
below. Write in your notebook. All answer must 
be written in complete sentences and have 
strong supporting evidence from the resources 
provided. 

1. What is the house made of?  
2. How big is the house? Describe its size and 

shape. 
3. How many people can live comfortably in it?  
4. Does the house have special features outside to 

help its inhabitants survive the climate. 
5. Does the house have special features inside to 

help its inhabitants survive the climate? 
6. What challenges do you think Native Americans 

made while making this shelter?  
7. Is this a permanent house or it was it used for 

people who moved a lot? How do you know? 
8. What would you change if you were living in it?  
9. How is this home different than the one you 

live in today?  
10. In what ways is this home the same as the one 

you live in today?  
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Wigwam 
 

One kind of northern woodland home was the wigwam.  Wigwams are 
dome shaped homes.  The frame for the wigwam is made of saplings, 
(young green trees), that are stuck into the ground.  The sapling poles are 
bent and tied together at the top.  This frame is covered with sheets of 
bark from birch trees or mats made of woven plants.  An animal hide, 
(skin), was hung over the doorway as protection from the cold weather 
in the winter.  
 
In the center of each wigwam is a fire kept for warmth in the winter. The 
wigwam has no windows but in the summer, the birch bark around the 
frame could be rolled up to let in light and cool air.  Inside the wigwam 
the floor was hard packed dirt.  There might be a wooden platform raised 
off the ground inside for sleeping.	   
 
 
  

Notice the poles around the wigwam 
that the birch bark would be attached to 

in order to stay in place. 

Some tribes would build wigwams 
together in a village, protected by a 
palisade – a wall built to keep enemies 

out. 
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Native American Wigwam 

Wigwams are Native American houses used by Indians in the 
woodland regions. Wigwam is the word for "house".  Sometimes 
they are also known as birch bark houses. Wigwams are small 
houses, usually 8-10 feet tall. Wigwams are made of wooden 
frames which are covered with woven mats and sheets of birch 
bark. The frame can be shaped like a dome, like a cone, or like a 
rectangle with an arched roof. Once the birch bark is in place, 
ropes or strips of wood are wrapped around the wigwam to hold 
the bark in place.  

 
 cone-shaped     dome-shaped        rectangular shape         wigwam frame  

 
Wigwams are good houses for people who stay in the 
same place for months at a time. Most Indians lived 
together in settled villages during the farming season, but 
during the winter, each family group would move to their 
own hunting camp. Wigwams are not portable, but they 
are small and easy to build. Woodland Indian families 
could build new wigwams every year when they set up 
their winter camps. 

 

 

 

http://www.bio.umass.edu/biology/conn.river/whiteb.html
http://www.wampanoagtribe.net/
http://www.trackertrail.com/survival/shelter/wigwam/wigwampukaskwa.html
http://www.wampanoagtribe.net/acc/wetu.htm
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The Amazing Geometry of the Wigwam Frame 

 

 
The completed sapling frame of my 
wigwam in the woods. The poles 
are made of sassafrass, the hoops 
are made of sweet birch.  

 
Lashing the hoops onto the 
wigwam poles, which gives the 
structure added support.  

 
Again me, building the frame for 
the sleeping platforms inside the 
wigwam.  
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One of the short 'Y' poles that supports 
the sleeping platform frame inside the 
wigwam.  

 
A completed family wigwam 
showing bark sheets on the 
bottom, and cattail mats covering 
the top.  

 

 
A smaller woman's wigwam covered 
with cattail mats.  
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A close-up of the family wigwam showing the 
sewn cattail mats on the exterior of the house. 
Garden hoes and fishing gear lean against the 
side.  

 
Interior finely woven bullrush mats 
hanging from the interior walls of the 
family wigwam.  

 

 

A bark covered wigwam, note the rocks which help weight 
down the bark sheets, and spare bark shingles piled to the 
right of the wigwam.  
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Native American Longhouse 

Longhouses are Native American homes used by the 
Iroquois tribes and some of their neighbors. They are 
built similarly to wigwams, with pole frames and elm 
bark covering. The main difference is that longhouses 
are much, much larger than wigwams. Longhouses 
could be 200 feet long, 20 feet wide, and 20 feet high. 
Inside the longhouse, raised platforms created a 
second story, which was used for sleeping space. 
Mats and wood screens divided the longhouse into 
separate rooms. Each longhouse housed an entire 
clan-- as many as 60 people!  
 

 
Sketch of a Longhouse              Longhouse cutaway       Longhouse today  
 

Longhouses are good homes for people who intend to 
stay in the same place for a long time. A longhouse is 
large and takes a lot of time to build and decorate. The 
Iroquois were farming people who lived in permanent 
villages. Iroquois men sometimes built wigwams for 
themselves when they were going on hunting trips, 
but women might live in the same longhouse their 
whole life. 

http://www.nysm.nysed.gov/IroquoisVillage/images/figure1longhouselg.gif
http://www.rootsweb.com/~nbcarlet/adney.htm
http://www.nygeo.org/ny_geo2.html
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Longhouses 
 
 
Many northern tribes lived in long rectangular homes called 
longhouses.  The Native Americans who lived in longhouses lived in 
the areas where there were very few birch trees.  Like a wigwam, a 
longhouse was made of a framework of sapling (young trees) poles.  
Longhouses were not covered with birch bark, but with large pieces of 
thick, rough bark from the elm tree.  There were no windows, but 
openings at the ceiling to let smoke from fires out.   
 
Inside the longhouse the floor was hard packed dirt and there were many 
wooden platform built near the ground for sleeping.  Higher platforms 
were built to store possessions.  While the wigwam was usually a home 
for just one family, the longhouse was home to many families.  All families 
in the longhouse were related to one another and belonged to the same 
clan.  Each family lived in compartments facing each other with an aisle 
and fire pits separating them.  Each family might be separated by a wall of 
animal skin or bark.  A longhouse was about 20 feet wide and 120 feet 
long.  The longhouse was so large because as many as 20 families might 
live together in one.   
	  

Many longhouses were 
often protected by a 
fence, or palisade.  

In this picture above, you can 
see the row of holes created 
in the roof to let the smoke 
out.   
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Native American Longhouse 

Longhouses are Native American homes used by the 
Iroquois tribes and some of their neighbors. They are 
built similarly to wigwams, with pole frames and elm 
bark covering. The main difference is that longhouses 
are much, much larger than wigwams. Longhouses 
could be 200 feet long, 20 feet wide, and 20 feet high. 
Inside the longhouse, raised platforms created a 
second story, which was used for sleeping space. 
Mats and wood screens divided the longhouse into 
separate rooms. Each longhouse housed an entire 
clan-- as many as 60 people!  
 

 
Sketch of a Longhouse              Longhouse cutaway       Longhouse today  
 

Longhouses are good homes for people who intend to 
stay in the same place for a long time. A longhouse is 
large and takes a lot of time to build and decorate. The 
Iroquois were farming people who lived in permanent 
villages. Iroquois men sometimes built wigwams for 
themselves when they were going on hunting trips, 
but women might live in the same longhouse their 
whole life. 

http://www.nysm.nysed.gov/IroquoisVillage/images/figure1longhouselg.gif
http://www.rootsweb.com/~nbcarlet/adney.htm
http://www.nygeo.org/ny_geo2.html
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